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Editor's letter
Welcome to the January issue! It’s finally 2022, and it’s hard to believe
how quickly 2021 has passed. We keep so many wonderful memories
from the past year and are ready to collect new ones from this new one.
So, stay in touch with us and go on enjoying the experience while you’re
reading about your favourite artists through the pages of this magazine.
One artist at the time, booklet style, intimate insight on the talents
featured. Remember this is a fast read digital publication to celebrate art
and value the talent and knowing the other side of the story including
the amazing photography by the outstanding photographers that kindly
collaborate with us.
Don't miss any of our issues, as Viewties goes on bringing you the latest
on film and television introducing artists whose passion is to make you
feel something with their dedication to the job of bringing a project /
character to life. As I always say, If I can take something from my job, I
strongly believe you will take something from it too. Enjoy the ride and
prepare your heart for being touched by our content.
Happy month!

Founding editor-in-chief
@vanmiraglia
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Boiling Point

With the BIFA nominated Boiling Point hitting
cinemas today we have made a special issue to
celebrate this fantastic film, including interviews
with the creative force and director Philip
Barantini and some of the outstanding cast,
Lauryn Ajufo and Taz Skylar.
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Philip Barantini

known for his roles in Band of Brothers and Ned Kelly,
Philip Barantini, who has stepped behind the camera as a
successful director is now presenting his second feature
‘Boiling Point’ - a film set in a restaurant kitchen where a
chef (played by Stephen Graham) wrangles his team on the
busiest day of the year. The film was shot in one continuous
take and is loosely based on Philip's own experiences in a
high-pressure kitchen environment.
In conversation with Viewties, the lovely Philip chats about
his work in the film and his experience bringing it to life as
vivid and unique as he did.

Photography Bertie Watson
Suit @hugo_official - Words Vanesa Miraglia
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V: Initially, you began your artistic career in
front of the camera starring in numerous film
and television roles. I was wondering, what are
some lessons that you gleaned as an actor that
have prepared you to become a better director?

V: Your second feature film BOILING POINT is loosely
based on your own experiences in a high-pressure
kitchen environment. Why did you feel it was important to tell this story through film?
Philip - In my personal experience, what I went through as
a chef was filled with all this drama and misery and laughter and fun and stress, and just about every other emotion
out there. A lot of films have focused in on some aspect of
the restaurant world and been quite successful. However, I
don’t feel like any film has truly captured what it’s like to
work in one of these sorts of restaurants - usually it’s very
glamourised and flashy, but I wanted to see a film that was
almost painfully realistic. I wanted to tap into the darker,
more human side of working in a restaurant, because people need to know what it’s really like.

Philip - I think being an actor myself – which is
something I still occasionally do and love – means that
I’m constantly aware of that perspective. So, when
you’re an actor, you’re finding these emotional spaces;
sometimes happy, sometimes very deep and dark, and
you’re putting those things on display, and being judged
for it. As a director, when you’re asking that of someone in a scene, knowing that this can be a really vulnerable process means bringing a sensitivity to your
notes and feedback. Understanding how actors react to
feedback and how they turn that into a performance
means that I feel quite comfortable when finding the
performance that a scene requires.

V: Was it challenging to shoot in one continuous take? What are the advantages of using
this method?

V: You said that you were always interested in
everybody's job on set. Why did you decide to be
a director above all other industry job roles?

Philip - On the surface, from a logistics point of view, it’s
easy to say that it was shot in fewer days, so it cost less, or
that our post-production was pretty quick as feature films
go… but that wasn’t why we wrote it this way. We had no
idea what it was going to cost or what the logistics were
going to be, and we didn’t care – what made shooting this
film in one-shot really compelling was that it would put the
audience right in the kitchen, in real-time, with a feeling
that anything could happen at any moment. Performances
would be infused with an improvised realism, and any mistakes would add to the believability of the film and the
characters. This is the sort of thing that’s only achievable
with a real one-shot.

Philip - The director is like the ultimate creative role;
it’s the conductor of the orchestra! It’s also the job that
most involves working with actors. So, for me, it just
made sense - like it was a natural step up – I’ve always
had lofty ambitions about the sort of art that I want to
make and that wasn’t going to happen until I took the
lead. Of course, before that, I’d spent over 20 years on
set, surrounded by hundreds of creative people each
doing amazing artistic things. I was completely fascinated by that. There’s a lot of waiting around on set, so
I would get stuck in and ask everyone lots of questions.
I must have been really annoying but I wanted to know
how it all worked! It’s important as a director to understand what everyone’s there for and to respect
those roles.

V: What was your source of inspiration? Did you
have any visual reference for this one?
Philip - Well, we’re in uncharted territory. There’s fewer ...
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than fifty films EVER in the history of cinema that have
ever been done in this way. It’s a frontier. There’s no book
out there that tells you how one-shot films are done, because it’s so new. So, while we were certainly influenced
by films like Victoria and Uncut Gems - both outstanding
movies - we also had to come up with a lot of stuff on the
fly. Of course, visually, technically, and dramatically speaking, we carried a lot forward from the short film we made
in 2018.

throw myself into the improvisation and play those roles,
sometimes multiple roles, and it just puts us all on the
same level. No one’s above anyone - that’s how I like to run
my sets.
V: Were there any funny anecdotes on set?
Philip - You know what, I’m going to give you a really
boring answer here… It was such an intense three weeks, it
all blurs together. Maybe it’s a survival mechanism! There
were thousands of hilarious moments throughout our workshops as we found these scenes together and joked and
laughed and cried – but I can’t remember anything now. In
my defence it was two years ago now…

V: How was the process of picking the
perfect actors to perform your characters?
Philip - From the start I had said it was key that Stephen
Graham had a hand in picking his restaurant team. That’s
how it is in real life… A head chef picks their staff, so our
head chef had to do the same. Many of the cast are people
he’s personally worked with before and that meant they
came into the project with an existing rapport - a shared
history - which I think really comes across on the screen,
but we had lots of new people in too! Our cast needed to
be able to improvise, so that’s how we did our auditions;
we’d throw actors into the deep end with a brief about
their character and a basic scenario and watch
them improvise.

V: I see you’re passionate about making your films
as realistic as they can be and there’s humanity in
them too. What can we expect from your
future projects?
Philip - Well, the projects I pick have an authenticity to
them from the start. I want my films to reflect something
real in all of us, even if the premise or elements of the
narrative are heightened. I can’t say anything about what
I’m up to next, but it’s shaping up to be a really busy year!

V: Do you try to motivate your actors, based on your
acting experience, as well as your directing view to
perform better?

V: Last question, as my nationality is Argentinian,
I’m curious to ask you if you have ever seen or
experienced any type of art/culture from Argentina?

Philip - I think it’s important you have the trust of all
your cast and being an actor, myself helps with that. I’ve
been in their shoes, and I know what they’re going through.
Not being afraid to get stuck in helped with that too –
whenever a cast member was away during workshops, I’d

Philip - I don’t think I’ve seen a lot of Argentinian art, but
I’d love to have some suggestions! What’s a good starting
place? Now, as a chef, what I can say is that Argentinian
beef is some of the best in the world. I mean, seriously
amazing. Let me tell you that I make a mean Chimichurri!
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Lauryn Ajufo
Fast-rising young British, BIFA nominated actress,
Lauryn Ajufo, can be seen playing Andrea in Philip
Barantini's 'one take' feature Boiling Point.
In a pause from the set where she’s currently filming
Tell Me Everything for ITV2, Lauryn answers all our
questions about her work in the film.

Photography Bertie Watson
Clothes Nadine Merabi - Jewellery - Dower & Hall
MUA - Francesca Daniella - Stylist - Symoe Keisha
Words Vanesa Miraglia
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V: To begin with, I’m interested in knowing a little
bit more about your background story as you are a
new face in the industry. At what point in your life
did you realize you wanted to pursue acting?

are at uni, so the aspect of being a student came to me
quite naturally. However, the experience of racism not so
much. Having not had many experiences, I used stories
and feelings from other people (such as my dad)
for inspiration.

Lauryn - It was definitely when Waterloo Road (BBC)
was out. I was obsessed with that show and yearned to be
in it so badly - think everyone did at the time.

V: Was the fact that the film is shot in one continuous take challenging?

V: You’ve previously worked with Philip Barantini
in his first feature film ‘’Villain’’ and now you’re
about to be seen in his newest feature film Boiling
Point. What do you enjoy the most about working
with Philip?

Lauryn - Yes, very, but that’s what made it so exciting. It
felt real, like you were really in the hustle and bustle of a
restaurant.
V: Is there any theme or individual scene that resonated most for you?

Lauryn - His patience, determination, creativity. He
really takes his time with his craft to produce the best
work and I think that’s so important - and he’s genuinely
just such a nice person; helps a lot in a workspace. You
feel free and relaxed knowing the director is open to
listen and nurture.

Lauryn - There’s a scene where Beth is in the toilet
crying and she wipes her tears, notices Andrea and acts
like nothing has happened. That resonated with me the
most, I think. It’s the act of having to pretend, to just get
on with life, especially as a woman.

V: The moment I read the plot, I immediately felt
interested in watching this movie, so I was wondering, what were your thoughts when you first read
the script?

V: I feel this is a film that many people could relate to. So, I was wondering about playing this
character, did it teach you anything that you may
not have been in touch with before?

Lauryn - When I heard it was a one-shot improv, I was
shocked I was like, ‘What? Seriously?’ I’d never done anything like it before, so I was 100% intrigued to see how
it’d pan out.

Lauryn - Not entirely. My experience of racism hasn’t
been as harsh as those I went to for stories, but there’s
still elements of it around me; the wanting to touch my
hair for instance. If anything, this project taught me racism happens at anytime, anywhere in any way. You don’t
need to be called a specific word or phrase to be experiencing racism.

V: What can you tell us about your character?
Lauryn - Andrea is your teen university student, full of
life, love and just good energy. She’s great team player
and loved by many in the team. Despite feeling a type of
way towards a certain situation, she tries not to let it
affect her work or her attitude towards it. Yes, it hurts
her but being the young black woman she is, I do believe
she’s learnt to hide certain emotions that should be expressed and go on with life.

V: What would you like the audience to take from
your character?
Lauryn - Andrea didn’t have to be called names to experience racism. It was subtle, but still there and nobody
should have to experience that in life, especially at work.
She should also feel comfortable enough to express how
she feels to anybody.

V: What helped you to connect with the storyline?
Did you need to do any specific research to approach the role?

V: Last question, as my nationality is Argentinian,
I’m curious to ask you if you have ever seen or experienced any type of art/culture from Argentina?

Lauryn - I’m still quite young, and despite not going to university, I have friends who ...

Lauryn - No, I haven’t unfortunately!
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Taz Skylar
With an exciting year ahead, Taz Skylar has finished
2021 on stage starring alongside Cush Jumbo and Adrian
Dunbar in Greg Herzov's Hamlet at the Young Vic.
Coming up, you can see him in the fantasy thriller series
Extinction, as well as Boiling Point, where he
plays Billy.
We spoke to the writer, actor and producer about his
work playing this amazing character and his experience
filming this highly anticipated film.
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V: When I watched the trailer, I felt immersed in
this world created by the talented director Philip
Barantini. It’s very realistic and intense. What initially attracted you to getting involved in
this project?

Taz - He’s a proper actor’s director. He completely knows
what you’re thinking before you even say anything and
helps you through any hurdles you may find. As an actor
you feel like you can just jump, and he’ll catch you. You’ll
know when you’ve done well, and you’ll also know if you
need to make adjustments. He’s got such a specific prism
for his storytelling that as an actor there’s a very tangible
target to aim at.

Taz - The lead producer Bart and director Phil are great
friends of mine and I think both of them are incredibly
talented. I will forever bite at anything they throw my
way. I love working with them! The concept for the film
was a definite pull, but the creatives are always the
real hook.

V: What was it like on set?
Taz - It was like a big summer camp with all of
your friends!

V: Tell us about your character, Billy.

V: Outside of acting, you’re a very talented writer
too. What are your favourite things about mixing
writing and acting in your artistic career?

Taz - He’s the head of the restaurant bar. Loose hands
flipping bottles and loose lips charming people. He’s a bit
of smiley seasoning to a very tasty steak of a film.

Taz - I learnt how to flare bottles for cocktail mixing, so I
spent a lot of time flipping water-filled spirit bottles - A
LOT of time. I was doing a play at the time, and I would
just stand in my dressing room when I was off stage,
flipping and pouring ‘til the stage manager called
my name.

Taz - Bless you for calling me ‘talented’. I feel I’m “Jack
of all trades, master of none” at everything in my life, but
I’m somehow able to work harder than anyone else, to
make up for it… The cool thing about enjoying both jobs is
that, whilst I’m acting, I get to work with and learn from
other actors, directors and producers who are better and
more experienced than me. When I’m writing I get to
express whatever is in my head as a creative person.
Whatever story I want to tell, for the most part, as a
writer, I can.

V: Any challenging aspects from your role?

V: Are you able to tell us about your next project?

Taz - The challenge of not messing up the take for everyone else.

Taz - It’s called One Piece! A comic book live-action
adaptation for Netflix. I’m super excited about this one.
I’m playing Sanji.

V: How was it getting into character, and can you
say about how you prepared to portray him?

V: The film was shot in one continuous take. What
was this like and were there any challenges?

V: Last question, as my nationality is Argentinian,
I’m curious to ask you if you have ever seen or
experienced any type of art/culture
from Argentina?

Taz - Aside from not messing it up for everyone else, the
other challenge was filming through the night, and keeping the energy up for the next take.

Taz - Where I’m from (Tenerife) is full of Argentinians!
But “Che Voludo!” is the extent of my exposure to
Argentinian culture I’m afraid! Would love to learn more.

V: How would you describe Philip Barantini as the
creative force of Boiling Point?
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